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Dear Senator Byrd:

"-. I appreciated the opportunity to appear before your Subcommittee on
" Iovember 17, 1975 as a witness in support of the Joint Resolution to

• .establish a Commonwealth of the Northern Marlanas. Hmvever, I feel
that a number of stater,'ents.and views expressed duri.ng the hearings
r_quire further consideration and clarification.
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One aspect of the hearing that seriou'sly concerns me is the view that
training and iogistlc support are on unnecessary convenience for the

: Department of Defense; therefore, Tin;an is not of great importance."

- . I c_nnot stress too strongly that the Combat readiness and credibiii_:y
of our forces to respond to contingencies is of utmost importance. _to

: - one in the Department of Defense, civilian or militaTy, wants to default
i_n a ¢onvnltment because of low readiness. Read,i'ness is our primary

i responsibility, and the neglect of this responsibility could have a
l direct impact on some of our vital national interests.

Vlth respect to tralnln'g areas, "1 would llke to reemphasize some of the
oiPerati_nal constraints we have to deal with today and the situation we

i ex_=ct to in the future
face

l , -- U.$. Forces in Korea still have access to some fine training
areas H_/everj the availability of land for exercises and maneuvers
|n the offshore islands leaves much to be ¢Jesired. Urban expansion and
I=ltvlronmental pressures have forced us to curtail some air operations,
tD restructure our exercises and maneuvers with less realism, to use

' target areas which are remote from the bases which support our tattle01
.. a|'rwings, and to reduce the amount of war reserve n_terial at several

sites. The lack of convenient training areas is a nagging problem,
because we are trying to do the same .job, with fewer divisions, ships,
and al.rcr'aft.

.... Looking to the future, we doubt that the situation will get any
• l_tter_ and anticipate that it will worseh, because of the pressure to use
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i '_+ land for agricultural purposes, community development and commercial
t '

! expansion, We do not warlt the use of land to become :n issue which
: might threaten our broad political and military int::-rests in these allied

countries, At the same time, we cannot allow the combat readiness of our
forces to be jeopardized by these socio-environr;ental pressures.

i
• _I In our view, the best way to solve the training problem is to look else-

i where for the open land, sea, and airspace _ : need. Tinian is an excellent

location because of its close proximity to i:a Philippines, Tai_mn, Japan,
• ?" and Korea. f_reover, it has a small popu1-'ion density, and it is conve-

nient to naval and air un.its in transit f_ the United States to the

Western Pacific. Convenience counts for -';rear deal when we are trying

to do the same job with a smaller force s_c' t_(fe. Finally, Tinian and
the island of Farallon de Medinilla will g!. : ::_ "._ capability to enhance :Q

the readiness of our forces if they are depIoycd Lo the _¢estern Pacific in

an emergency, under conditions which require the use of U.S. soi). Guam

Is simply too congested to pernlit the live firing of a_unitior| by troops,
ships, or aircraft.
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_. I also wish to address the view that Johnston• Midway, and Wake Islands
might somehow substitute for the land we heed on Tinian. The largest of
these islands (Hidway) is only Z8 square miles in size; Johnston and Vake

_" .... i are both less than 4 square mi)es in size. In contrast, the _and on _in_an

Q "_ totals 41 square miles, most of which is undeveloped. Also the advantagei -of Tinian lies in its close proximity to Guam and th_ Far East. In either

... _. ..... a or
• _ . _" peacetime contingency situation, naval and alr units can be iogistically] •supported from bases on Guam, while using training areas in the Northern

-" 4 Harianas. The two island groups are mutually supporting in this and a
_ great number of other ways.

} Perhaps more important than the above issue is the long range (10-25 years)
._ importance of the Northern Harianas to the United States. As I indica_ed

_ in my testlcony, we do not believe that• in the foreseeable future, v_ are
"] bases i Korea Japan, and _he Philippiof nes.be forced out ourgoing to n

, Moreover, given our present strategy commitments, we not upon

+

and do look

the Harianas as a direct substitute for these bases. Nevertheless, given• the uncertainties of the future and our inability to predictor centre|

events, there are compelling reasons to secure a firm position in the
Northern Harianas.

-.,

j .. -- Over the next I0 or 25 years, there is ilttlequestior, that our
- _ allies wI11 assume more and more responsibility for their own defense. In

J turn,.while it is difficult to predict when'and where, there will no doubt

.be reductions in our overseas bases, It wou|d he dangerous and shortsighted
e.
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to assume that our present base structure will remain unchanged indefinltely.
• At the same tim_, the United States Government may well desire t.o retain a

strong forward position in the Pacific, in support of its political, economic,

." • ; and military interests in this region, v/e will have to look elsewhere for
the land and facilities we need to support these broad national interests. -.

J Because of their location and topography, the Marianas as _.n entity may well

" ; i become extremely important to our military posture and preparedness in theI

Pacific.
l

-- Hopefully, the credibility of our nuclear deterrent will remain

high, and our allies will not feel the need to develop one of their own.
" Currently, the Marianas have strategic importance, because our POLARIS sub-

marines, the SAC B-52's, and some of our s.trate_ic co..-::_unicationslinks are

supported from Guam. In distant years, these force deployments may change;

however_ the Narianas will remain our primary communications center in the
• Western Pacific. In this connection, the close proximity of Saipan, Tinlan,

_ and Rata to Guam is a potential problem. I_o more than a year ego, we had to
. reject a proposal to locate a transmi_'te.r on Rata, because of the interference -

it would cause on Guam. This illustrates;my point that the Marianas are a

_ strategic as well as cultural entity. The United S.tates must maintain asubstantial influence over the future development and use of land in the

• _ Northern Harianas to protect our military position on Guam.

_ "" -- We also hope that our allies will continue t_, look upon the United
--- i States as a technically superior and politically reliable producer of defense

equipment and material. They will not do this, however, unless they are

I reasonably convinced thatwe can defend our Pacific lines of coc,_;unication
In a hostile environment. As a ,_inimum, we wiii have to indicate a strong

commitment to reinforce and resupply our own territory of Guam. From that

• I" point onward, our allies may be able to protect their own shipping or.

•11 , contribute substantially to this protection. The reliance of our allies on

i overseas sources of petroleum also is a problem which should concern us, notonly in the immediate future but al_so in the years, ahead.

" -- Finally• we believe that the Department of Defense will have enduring

l 'national security responsibilities in the Pacific Region. _./e are a Pacific

t Power with our o_n interests to protect in this region--our access to
essential raw materials, freedom of 1:he seas and airspace above, defense of
our Pacific island territories, and the safety of a million Americans ;vho
reside In or travel through the East Asia and Pacific Region every year.
There is no one else to vd_omwe can pass this bator_. Nor can we know what the

International situation will be 20 years hence.

" " It has been suggested that we might protect our defense interests without

•"giving the people of the Northern Harianas U,S. citizenship, i might agree
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with this vi_, if •they were totally •against a permanent relationship vJith
the United Stat_s, but they are not. To the contrary, they have wanted tO

• become part of the An_rican family for the last three decades; they are
willing to place, their istands under U.S. sovereignty; and they fully

" " understand their contribution to the "common defense." This contribution

•. will be land, _ thing they value most. They are willing to take more
than 1_,OO0 acres out of circulation for the next 1OO years. For this,

• " they will receive an average of $195 thousand per year or about $16 p_r
person, based on today's population. I find it hard to believe that we
would obtain a better agreement next year o_" at any time in the future,

partlcularly if we denied them their most important _oal--U.S. citizenship.
. Moreover, any looser form of association would not protect our interests

as well as tb, is arrangement and, in the long run, would more than likely

• prove to be more expensive• '

In closing, I _uld like to _tress that our support of this Covenant is
• based on Department of Defens_ resPonsibilities to maintain the combat

. readiness and credibility of our lanyard.deployed forces, the scheduling

problems we face with a .smaller forces structure, and a gro-ving list of
: uncertainties surrounding'our future access to maneuver areas and logistic

" " support bases, ln the _lestern Pacific area. Given the above, defense"_ planners, c_rged wlth developing a military establishma_nt _._hich can
" :' effectively buttress U.S. national interests, must, of necessity, be con-

.i "cerned about It_e future status of the Northern Hariartas. I recall vividly
: how vie failed to appreciate the importance of the _/estern Pacific before!

.j 1941 and the E_itter price _e subsequently pald for our neglect. From a
defense perspective, it would be extremely shortsiqhted and dangercus to| - .

t our future pre-a_aredness, if the United States Congress failed to grasp
this opportunity to bring the Northern Harianas into the American family
in a constructive and basically sound way.

, .. Sincerely, .

•
i. Assistant Secretary of Defense

• International $,_curity Affairs
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